Referential actions are specialized triggers used to automatically maintain referential integrity. While their local behavior can be grasped easily, it is far from clear what the combined effect of a set of referential actions, i.e., their global semantics should be. For example, different execution orders may lead to ambiguities in determining the final set of updates to be applied. To resolve these problems, we propose an abstract logical framework for rule-based maintenance of referential integrity: First, we identify desirable abstract properties like admissibility of updates which lead to a non-constructive global semantics of referential actions. We obtain a constructive definition by formalizing a set of referential actions RA as logical rules, and show that the declarative semantics of the resulting logic program PRA captures the intended abstract semantics: The well-founded model of PRA yields a unique set of updates, which is a safe, sceptical approximation of the set of all maximal admissible updates; the thud truth-value undefined is assigned to all controversiaI updates. Finally, we show how to obtain a characterization of all maximal admissible subsets of a given set of updates using certain maximal stable models.
Introduction
We study the following problem: Given a relational database D, a set of user-defined update requests Up, and a set of referential actions RA, find those sets of updates A which (i) preserve referential integrity in the new database D', (ii) are maximal wrt. I&, and (iii) reflect the intended meaning of R4.
The problem is important both from a practical and theoretical point of view: Referential integrity constraints (ric's) are a central concept of the relational database modeI and frequently used in real world applications. Referential actions (rat's) are specialized triggers used to automatically maintain referential integrity [DatSl] . While the local behavior of rat's is quite intuitive and easy to understand, *Supported by grant no. GFLK 184/l-97 of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
Pemiiuion to make digiWhard copies of all or part of this material for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, tbe title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee In particular, different execution orders of rat's may lead to d&rent outcomes, i.e. to ambiguities in determining the above A and D'. Due to their practical importance, rat's have been included in the SQL2 standard and SQL3 proposal [ISO92, ISO94] . However, the standards describe the meaning of rat's in a lengthy and procedural way, making it difficult to understand or predict their global behavior. The problem of ambiguous global semantics is "'solved" by fixing a rather ad-hoc run-time execution model por92, CPM96]. In a different approach, [Mar941 presents safeness conditions which aim at avoiding ambiguities at the schema level. However, as shown in [Rei96] , it is in general undecidable whether a database schema with rat's is ambiguous. Summarizing, the problem is complex and, from a theoretical point of view, has not been solved in a satisfactory way.
In contrast to previous work, we present an abstract logical framework for rule-based maintenance of referential integrity: After introducing a generic language for rat's, we identify general abstract properties which a set of updates A wrt. a given set of rat's .RA may possess (Section 3). These abstract properties give rise to a natural but nonconstructive global semantics. To obtain a constructive definition, we associate with every set of rack Rf! a logic program PRA (Section 4), and show that the declarative semantics of PRA captures the abstract semantics (Section 5). This solves the above-mentioned problem in a rigorous and comprehensive way. Our logical formalization has the following benefits: the local behavior of an individual rat Ta E RA is precisely specified, and can be understood by solely looking at the corresponding rules P,, c PRA, the interaction between different update requests is precisely defined by certain other rules, the global behavior is precisely specified and understandable from the declarative semantics:
-the well-founded model W of PRA yields a unique set of updates A, which is a safe, sceptical approximation of the set of all maximal admissible A's (safe means that applying A does not lead to violation of ric's, sceptical means that all controversial updates have the truth-value undefined in W), -the maximal admissible A's can be obtained as certain stable models of PRA.
Preliminaries and Notation
A relation schema consists of a relation name R and a vector of attributes (AI,. . . , A,,). W.1.o.g. we identify attribute names Ai of a relation R with the integers between 1 and n. Byz=(ir , . . . , ik) we denote a vector of k < n distinct attributes (usually A will be some key).
Tuples-of a relation R are denoted by first-order lo_gic atoms R(X) where R is an nary relation symbol, and X = Xl,..., X,, is a vector of variables or constants from the underlying domain. If we want to emphasize that such a vector is ground, i.e., comprises only cons+nts, we write z instead of X. The projection of tuples X to an attribute vector A'is denoted by a[A], if e.g. X = (a, b, c), Using our list notation, two modifications can be merged by simply appending both lists, provided the resulting list assigns at most one value to every attribute.
The resttiction of a mod$cation M to a key g is denoted by denotes a modification which replaces the values of the attributes 2 (of some other relation 80) with the values of the tuple which results from applying M to X and then projecting on I?.
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ok =ric remains satisfied l =ric may be violated, rat applicable -= ric may be violated, rat not applicable Thus, for modifications on child tuples, the SQL behavior is less flexible than our presented formalization. The actions SET DEFAULT and SET NULL of SQL are also covered by our approach, since these operations can be modeled as special cases of modifications.
Ambiguities
Since rat's only specify local behavior, there are several types of ambiguities leading to potentially different tial states. Given a database D, and a set of user requests Ub, a set of rat's RA is called ambiguous wrt. D and Ub, if there are different final states D' (depending on the execution order of referential actions). A database schema S with rat's RA is ambiguous, if RA is ambiguous wrt. some database D over S, and some i&. As shown in piei it is in general undecidable, whether a database schema with referential actions is ambiguous.
The SQL standards [ISO92, IS0941 solve the problem of ambiguity of rat's by fixing a certain run-time execution model and a marking algorithm as described in [Hor92, CPM96] . In case a set of updates causes referential problems, the transaction is simply aborted without giving further information, e.g. which tuples or updates caused the problems. Often, although not all requested updates can be accomplished, it is still possible to execute some of them while postponing the others. Thus, the information which tuple or update really caused problems is valuable for preparing a revised request which realizes the intended changes and is accepted by the system. In Section 5, we show that these ambiguities have a very natural and elegant representation in our ffamework: "controversial" updates are undefined in the well-founded model; the set of all maximal solutions is characterized by certain stable models. We argue that the second execution order is preferable to the fist, since it accomplishes the desired user request without violating referential integrity. Here, the ambiguity arises since the restrict rat considers the current database state, which makes the outcome dependent on the order of execution. 
Figure 1: Database with Referential Actions
This type of ambiguity can be eliminated by specifying that restrictions are always evaluated wrt. to the original database state instead of the current one. However, the situation is more complex for rat's of type wait which have to look at the final database state. As it turns out, in the presence of modifications, there are in general several "equally justified" final states, each of which has to be considered:
Example 2 (Mutex) Consider modifications modR(a/b) and modR(a/c).
They are mutually exclusive, since they cannot be executed simultaneously. In our logical formalization, both will be undefined in the well-founded model. Moreover, there will be two stable models, each of which makes one modify request true, and the other false.
The final type of ambiguity may arise due to 'self-contradictory" requests: Since executing the original request mod-R1 (a/b, a/c) causes a conflict at l&, it cannot be executed. On the other hand, no other request is in conflict with it, so there is no independent justij%ation not to execute it. Thus, the original request "attacks" itself. In our formalization, there is no total stable model.
Abstract Semantics
Let RA be a set of rat's, D a database instance, and Up a set, of update requests given by the user. For an arbitrary set A of updates, we define several abstract properties A may have wrt. RA, D and Up. These allow to define the intended meaning of a set of rat's in an abstract (and nonconstructive) way. D' = D f A denotes the database obtained by applying A to D. We confine ourselves to a semiformal definition; technical details can be found in [LML96].
Definition 1 (Abstract Properties)
A single update is called founded (in n steps) wrt. given RA, D, Up, and A, if it can be justified by the user requests and propagations: This semantics reflects the intended behavior of the database system, i.e., it does neither "invent" nor "forget" updates and guarantees referential integrity: The abstract semantics specifies the notions of maximal admissible sets U and induced updates A(U), but provides no direct method how to compute them: Given a set of n user requests, there are 2" subsets which may be admissible. Moreover, even if it is known that U is admissible, computing A(U) is not straightforward: In contrast to deletions which can be propagated in a "naive,, way [LMR96], in the presence of modifications, simultaneous updates have to be taken into account. This can lead to an exponential number of rules describing how modifications have to be propagated (see (CH) in Appendix A and Theorem 2 which describes how A(U) can be computed).
Finally, considering the effect of rat's in isolation as suggested by the locality principle (Section 3) is not sufficient if the admissible subsets of Ub are unknown: D contains R(a,b), S(c, d), T(a, b, c, d,. . .),  U(b,c,. . .), and V(a,d,. . .), V(a',d,. . .), V(a,d', Note that in both cases, it is completely irrelevant, which modifications are raised on the dotted parts of the tuples.
Example 4 illustrates some of the problems which may arise due to overlapping foreign keys and candidate keys, and gives a first impression of the inherent complexity of rulebased referential integrity maintenance. We suspect that these problems are the reason that commercial database systems do not (yet) provide means to propagate modifications.
We argue that the propagation of updates should be handled key-oriented and cannot be seen tuple-oriented or attribute-oriented, since keys play the central role in the concept of referential integrity. Our claim is supported by the observations made in Example 4a):
An attribute-oriented approach would be too fine: Both a, b, c, d , . . .), neglecting the fact that they can also be carried out independently.
Furthermore, a key-oriented approach allows to model the connection between modifications of parent keys and the corresponding foreign keys in a very natural way, which is not the case for an attribute-oriented or a tuple-oriented approach. In our framework, keys are regarded as the atomic units to be considered for modifications. Not surprisingly, parent keys, foreign keys, propagated modifications, references, and overlapping keys play an important role in our logical formalization.
Logical Formalization
The meaning of a set RA of rat's is formalized as a logic program PRA, consisting of the sets P,, which specify the local behavior of every rat ra, and a set of rules specifying the meaning of interacting update requests.
Here, we only show some rules embodying the main ideas, i.e., the handling of deletions and some aspects of modiflcations. The remaining rules for handling references, modifications of child tuples, insertions, interferences between updates, coherence, and key-preservation are listed in the Appendix.
Recall that an upda_te request upd can be any of ins-R(X), deIR(X), modR(M,X).
Up is given as a set of facts of the form Dupd. For each update type upd, pot-upd holds all potential updates, i.e. those which are founded by R.4 and UP. blkupd C_ pot-upd holds all blocked updates, i.e. those which cannot be executed due to some interfering constraints.
User Requests. The handling of user requests incorporates the selection of admissible update sets: every user request raises an update to the database if it is not blocked:
pot-dellZ(z) t
DdelR(X).
delll(x) t Ddel-R(X), 7 blkdelll(W). (EXTd
Analogous rules are used for ins-R(X) and modlZ(M,x).
Additionally, modifications are decomposed into their effects on keys. For every candidate or foreign key R.2' potmod-D+.+R.&Vf, X) fDmodR(M',X),
Deletions. Recall that we only need to consider rat's of the form &.F + Rp.g on del parent . . . (see Table 1 ). Logical rules are generated for these rat's as follows (cf. Modifications of Parent Tuples. The handling of modifications follows the same principle as presented for deletions, but since modifications are handled key-oriented, the details are more involved (cf. Table 3 ).
In case of a partially modified parent key, the referencing foreign key in the child is regarded as atomic, i.e., no other update may change parts of it. Thus, with a modification the whole key value is propagated, even if not all parts of it change. On the other hand, modifications on a tuple trigger a rat only if the key referred to in the rat is actually changed. If the resulting modification of the foreign key of some child is blocked, the change of the parent key is also blocked (MPA). ' As a mnemonic aid, we encode some hints on the meaning of auxiliary relations into relation names. Therefore, relation names may contain unusual characters like "-+", =D", etc. 
VW (DR) blkdel_Rp(E) c pot-del&(P), rem-ref'dItp.I?7-bylZc.$(P[i?]) . (DW)
Declarative Semantics and Formal Results
In this section, we show how the well-founded model and certain stable models of PRA are related to the abstract semantics presented in Section 3.2. Note that PRA contains non-stratified negation due to possible negative cyclic dependencies between updates (see e.g. the rules (ABC) in Table 7 ). In contrast, computing the set A(U) of updates induced by a given set of updates U can be accomplished using a negation-free set of rules: Let Ppot be the subset of EXTl TV EXT2 U DPl U MPPl U CH consisting of all rules where the head is of the form pot-...
. Ppot models the propagation of changes (but not the propagation of blockings). Note that Ppot is positive and has a unique minimal model Mp,,,. Since EXTl/2 guarantee that all user requests are considered, and DA, MPA, and CN guarantee completeness wrt. deletions and modifications, we have the following result: The examples in Section 3.1 illustrate different types of ambiguities which can occur for a set of rat's RA. These ambiguities become apparent by the declarative semantics of
PRA:
Given the logical formalization PRA of a set of rat's RA, a database D, and a set of user requests U,, the wellfounded model W(PRA, D, Up) assigns truth-values true and false to all uncontroversial update requests, i.e., which are true or false under any "well-behaved"2 semantics of PRA. The atoms which are undefined in W are controversial due to some kind of ambiguity (cf. thus, either setting all requests in the diamond to true or to false will result in a stable model. where no total stable model exists. The relation between the well-founded model and maximal admissible sets will be investigated in Theorem 6. The different types of undefined update requests upd E Vu, can be characterized according to the different types of controversial atoms:
blkxhgRp.&Mp,
(MPP2) WW (MPW Table 3 : Local Rules for Modifications l upd E U for every maximal admissible U G Ub (Viamend"), or l there are maximal admissible sets U, U' E lJb s.t. uppd E U and upd $ U' ("mu&?'), or l upd $ U for any admissible U E Up ("self-attack"). For further investigation of these cases, we use stable models which provide a more detailed logical semantics for normal logic programs. Since self-attacking updates exclude the possiblity of total stable models, we have to consider P-stable (partial stable) models: In contrh& to the well-founded model which is the "most sceptical" P-stable model, M-stable models are 'more brave" and handle mutually exclusive requests as expected; in particular, all maximal admissible solutions are represented by the set of P-stable models. This fact, and the generalization of Theorem 3 is expressed by ii) Given an update upd E U&, for every P-stable model However, executing an update should be preferred to blocking it in order to capture the notion of meximal admissibility. Therefore, we define an ordering <a on P-stable models which reflects this "application-specific" preference. The following theorem states that the well-founded model represents the 'least common denominator" of all maximal solutions:
Conclusion
By formalizing referential actions as logical rules and exploiting the power of declarative semantics, we have solved the problem given in the introduction in a rigorous and comprehensive way. In [LMR96] we presented preliminary steps towards a logical semantics of referential actions in SQL. However, the complex case of modifications was not considered, and no abstract, SQL-independent semantics was given.
Production rules have recently been reconsidered, since they seem well-suited as a language for nctive &es. Therefore, referential actions -which are specialized active rulescan also be formalized by production rules, e.g. in the style of [AV91, PV95j. However, by axiomatizing referential actions as a logic program P and employing a declarative semantics, the resulting set of updates can be '$rstified" and explained in a more intuitive way using the rules of P. This is due to the fact that declarative semantics like the well-founded or stable semantics treat negative cyclic dependencies (which occur from inherent interdependencies between requests and blockings) in a more adequate way than production rule semantics (see e.g. [via] ).
In contrast to the somewhat ad-hoc execution model of referential actions in SQL pSO94, Hor92, CPM96], which simply aborts a transaction if a violation is detected, our semantics also provides valuable information in that case, i.e., if the given set of user requests is not executable: The additional information about maximal admissible sets can be used to explain the user why her updates are not admissible, and allows to revise the desired update in such a way that it is accepted by the system. on mod parent propagate and a.2 and a.@' overlap) or by an external modification.
Thus, for a ric &.@' + R&l? on mod child restrict, in those cases it is checked whether there is a referencable tuple in the current database. If there is no such tuple, then the modification is blocked, otherwise any modification of the attributes %.I? or deletion of this tuple is blocked ((MCRI) and (MCR2) in Table 5 ).
For Rc.2 + R&-I? on mod child wait, the situation is analogous, but now the database after execution of A is checked (cf. (MCWI) and (MCW2) ).
By considering only changes which are propagated along another ric, the negative cycle of "'propagation allowed if result's reference exists", "result's reference exists if parent is modified", and "parent is modified if propagation is allowed" does not matter (i.e. on modify parent propagate has priority over on modify child restrict).
Insertions.
Since insertions on parent tuples are not critical, only insertions of child tuples have to be handled. This is done analogously to (MCR) and (MCW) by (ICR) and (ICW) (see Table 6 ).
Interaction.
The changes of candidate and foreign key values are determined depending on the elementary modify requests. Modifications can be founded either on external requests or by propagating modifications horn parent relations. For a given database schema, (CH) (see Table 7 ) defines a set of rules for computing all possibilities how a key can change. Additionally, the interferences between blockings of changes of overlapping keys must be considered: A change on the intersection of two overlapping keys is allowed, if each key can change agreeing with the value on the intersection. Furthermore, a change of a key is forbidden, if its effect on the intersection with another key is not allowed (ABC) (see Table 7 ). If a propagated modification would change a foreign key in a forbidden way, the propagation of the modification is forbidden (which by (MPP2) further blocks the change of the respective parent key) @MC&) (see Table 7 ). As b@kings propagate upwards by rat's of the form R.F + Rp.K on mod parent propagate, they finally cause a blocking on their founding external requests (EXT2) (also see Table   7 ).
Coherence and Key-Preservation.
The following rule prevents requests which are directly incoherent:
For every ric &.@ + %.I?:
Since propagated modifications are handled key-oriented as foreign-key-modifications, it is sufficient to handle contradicting mo_dification_s at this granularity: For every pair of rat's Rpl . KI The uniqueness of a candidate key R.f? is guaranteed by the rules (K) (see Table 8 ).
For every candidate key I? mentioned in some ric Rc.2 + Rp.2:: 
